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Abstract: Participatory design and research frameworks in community informatics seek to 

condense experiences taken from accumulating practice in field work to describe and theorize 

processes for data generation, analysis, and stakeholder involvement in the design of 

programmes, activities or technology. This paper focuses on a particular aspect of participatory 

research and design processes in community-based projects: the transition from an analytical 

stage, characterised by observation, reflection and knowledge construction, towards designing 

action. Despite the wealth of conceptual and methodological literature on participatory research 

and design with communities, we gathered upon noticing that the topic of transitioning from 

exploration to designing action in community-based participatory research is relatively obscure, 

and merits more reflection and discussion. The paper offers a view into the processes that 

underpin this transition, in response to the questions: How is community-generated knowledge 

infused in design? What are the processes that unfold during this transition, and what roles do 

various stakeholders play? What are the key enabling factors and what challenges are 

associated with these processes? Guided by these questions, we shed light on various issues 

related to this transition by recounting cases taken from field experiences within different 

community projects in Syria, Brazil and Mozambique. By reflecting on these cases, we highlight 

how designed actions came into being, the roles of various stakeholders in making design 

choices, how constructed knowledge informed those actions, and the compromises that had to 

be balanced. 
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I. Introduction 

As we conduct community-based research, our hope is to contribute positively to the lives of 

people living in those communities. For this, we, as a research community, do not only study 

how technology can contribute to communities, but we also make the effort to bring out the 

sought effects. Therefore, apart from studying and assessing, our research projects are often 

about "taking action", "design", "planning interventions", and making an “impact” (e.g. 

Merkel et al., 2004; Bilandzic & Venable, 2011). In this paper, we investigate the dynamics of 

transitioning from exploration and knowledge production towards designing action and 

deciding change in community-based research. “Designing action” is used, in this paper, to 

indicate the project-specific processes underpinning decision-making, structuring and 

planning of activities devised to bring about change and orient it in desired directions. In 

community-based projects, activities can involve, for instance, outlining and running 

community development programmes, the introduction of novel technology, or the creation of 

community-based socio-technical environments.  

Prior to writing this paper, we (the authors) have each faced various challenges related to 

transitioning between learning from the field and engaging in purposeful action-taking. These 

challenges come from the convolution of multiple factors in community settings: the 

knowledge acquired, the interests of the various stakeholders involved, the way the project is 

framed, and the resources available. In his reflection on the use of qualitative methodology 
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(ethnography) to inform technology design, Taylor has elaborated on the difficulty in 

translating the outcomes of qualitative studies to design action (2009). This resonates with our 

experience. We believe it is even more the case in community-based research, where we don't 

have a single authority for design, and where the roles of researchers, community members, 

designers, and organizations are negotiated throughout the project. This is furthered with the 

adoption of participatory approaches to research and design, which involve forms of 

collaboration and partnership with target communities (Carroll & Rosson, 2007; Merkel et al., 

2007). Thus, we are convinced that uncovering the dynamics of the transition from 

exploration to design is worthwhile, and it would encourage researchers, practitioners, and 

students to reflect on our practices, take informed action, and share our experience 

transparently with the research community. 

To begin unravelling these dynamics, we narrate three community-based research cases from 

our work in Mozambique, Syria and Brazil. We believe that this case-grounded approach is 

especially suitable due to the socially intricate nature of our purpose. The cases we choose are 

diverse to achieve some breadth of coverage (geographically, methodologically, and in terms 

of research project structure and goals). 

The narration and analysis of our cases are focused on the process of "formulating design 

goals" to mark the junction between knowledge production and taking action. We close our 

paper by indicating commonalities and differences across our cases, mainly considering the 

roles of stakeholder involvement, knowledge, and project framing in formulating design 

goals. We do not provide a unified model of how community-based research projects move 

towards designing action, but we aspire to open the space for examining and reflecting on this 

transition. 

II. Related work on the transition to designing action 

The transition from exploratory research to designing action has been mentioned in various 

disciplines concerned with studying informed design and social action in socially-grounded 

research. Naturally, researchers have developed various vocabularies to refer to that 

transition. For example, in Action Research (AR) this transition has been subsumed in 

"Action Planning" (Susman & Evered, 1978; Bilandzic & Venable, 2011). In Design Science 

Research (DSR) frameworks, moving towards design action is relevant to the "suggestion 

phase" (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2013), or alternatively to "theory building" (Venable, 2006) 

where possibilities offered by technology to address the issue of concern are identified and 

decided. Finally, researchers using ethnography often speak of "design implications" (Taylor, 

2009). It is good to note that these labels have different nuances. For example: AR's "action 

planning" is active, intentional, and involves choices, while "design implications" derived 

from ethnographic field studies often refer to a range of possibilities that can be inferred 

without explicit choices being made.  

In this paper, we position ourselves closer to the AR end of the spectrum, and focus on the 

notion of “formulating design goals” as an intentional, inter-subjective transition from 

exploration to envisioning change-oriented activities that can be afforded by the research 

endeavour. Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2013) sketch a model for DSR which identifies the 

“awareness of problem” phase followed by the “suggestion phase”. We are positioned close to 

these phases, but we specifically focus on the movement from “awareness” towards 

“suggestion”. Another difference is that Information System design, which is the main focus 

of most of Design Science Research (Jonassen, 2000), is a more structured activity than what 

local contexts in CI research usually allow for. Hence, although works in DSR seem to offer 

some attention to the transition from knowledge production to design, we also have to look 

elsewhere to come closer to the contexts and concerns of community-based research. 

By considering works in Participatory Design and Participatory Action Design Research, 

researchers maintain that it is critical to inform the movement towards action and design by 

knowledge (Pipek et al., 2000) and socio-cultural understanding (Bilandzic & Venable 2011; 

Horan & Wells 2005). In this paper, we examine this movement in more detail, and we show 

that it is also subject to factors other than the knowledge acquired throughout the research 
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project. As we will discuss further, even when a thorough field study has been conducted in a 

community-based participatory project, many more insights and ideas, especially by local 

stakeholders, will have a bearing on choosing between alternative goals, and between 

alternative activities that address those goals. 

Researchers have frequently pointed out that design problems are wicked and ill-defined, 

which means that working on design problems involves continuous refining and structuring of 

those problems (Jonassen, 2000). Not only that, but leaping from what is known to the 

identification of a problem and devising a solution for that problem involves creativity, which 

is poorly understood (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2011). This “wickedness” in design problems 

and the “creativity” needed to solve them suggest that talking about the transition from 

knowledge to action is challenging, which can explain why this transition has not been 

thoroughly addressed. Researchers also argue that design is emergent and contingent upon the 

social settings it is embedded in (Sein, 2011; Venable, 2006; Horan & Wells, 2005). To 

harness this emergence, researchers adopting participatory design in community contexts 

have worked on enabling public participation and social innovation by creating supporting 

spaces and settings (Björgvinsson, Ehn, & Hillgren, 2010; Merkel, 2004), connecting publics 

(Horan & Wells, 2005; DiSalvo et al., 2011; Björgvinsson et al., 2010), and creating 

supporting tools for communication and consensus (Bodker & Iversen, 2002). These works  

view design/planning/action as an object that requires participatory learning and participatory 

expression, and suggest creating environments to support its emergence. In this paper, we go 

a step further to show how this emergence unfolds, and we examine various pressures and 

choices involved in formulating design goals in community-based research. 

III. Study methods 

This study was motivated and driven by the question posed by one of the authors, with the 

intention of clarifying one specific aspect and sequence in participatory design and research 

with communities: the transition from exploration and knowledge-production to action and 

design. To answer this question, we have adopted a methodological approach that combines 

inquiry, retroactive observation on practice, and critical reflection. This approach draws on a 

pattern of inquiry, action, observation and reflection that can be found, in different forms, in 

the work of John Dewey (e.g. 1938, 1991), in Schön’s work on reflective practice (1991), and 

in most forms of AR and Participatory Action Research - PAR (e.g. Reason and Bradbury, 

2001). The fundamental assumption underpinning these approaches, and implicitly our own 

study, is that active observation and reflection on action - especially when undertaken in 

collaborative settings involving active inquiry and sharing of ideas – contribute to generating 

knowledge and devising novel perspectives and understandings that can eventually be 

employed to improve the researcher’s or practitioner’s approach and involvement in further 

activities. In our own study, observation and reflection were done on our already 

accomplished or on-going research projects to generate new perspectives for observation, and 

to think critically through processes and outcomes. Three case studies were selected to give 

concreteness to this reflective exercise and to facilitate cross-analysis at later stages.  

The approach was applied in an iterative pattern, and allowed us to come back to our initial 

research question and re-formulate it, as well as to better clarify those facets of the transition 

from exploration to action that appeared to be most important to analyse. In this process, we 

focused on “formulating design goals” in community-based research as the central element of 

our analysis. Formulating design goals is concerned here with the decisions taken by 

stakeholders involved for specifying the desired outcomes of the action being designed. This 

is a suitable analytical category as it lies at the junction between learning and acting. 

Furthermore, we found it useful to define the transitions towards designing action in our 

work. 

To analyse this process, we ask the following main question: What are the factors that 

contribute to formulating design goals? Three refined research questions have been generated 

throughout the iterative process of analysis and reflection on our case studies:  
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1) How is knowledge generated, structured and used to address the formulation of 

design goals? 

2) How do the choices of research methodology and associated frameworks influence 

such processes? and 

3) What roles do various stakeholders play in defining design goals? 

The analysis of each case was structured around three analytical dimensions regarded to be 

the most pertinent for our study: stakeholder involvement, knowledge production, and 

theoretical and methodological framing.  

The analysis focused on surfacing and understanding the processes marking the relation 

between each dimension and the formulation of design goals. In a second stage, cross-analysis 

was undertaken to understand how similar issues played out and were solved differently in the 

three cases selected.   

IV. Cases and analysis 

This section introduces three community-based research projects conducted in Syria, Brazil 

and Mozambique. The cases have been selected to illustrate diversity in terms of location, 

socio-cultural context, research goals, methodology, and project structure. A summary 

overview of the three cases is provided in Appendix 1. 

Case 1: Wikilogia and the search for better management 

Through his Ph.D. project, Ammar Halabi has been involved for two years in participatory 

observation and online ethnography to learn about how local communities and voluntary 

groups use online social tools to collaborate and what problems they faced (Halabi, 

Zimmermann, & Courant, 2013). The project involved Wikilogia, a local community of 

volunteers (mostly university students) based in Damascus. Its members promoted ideas of 

peer-to-peer learning and open source cultures. They applied these ideas by organising and 

participating in collaborative activities (e.g. peer-to-peer talks and collaborative learning 

workshops). It is worth mentioning that although the study began by focusing on participant 

observation, as it progressed, the researcher became an active participant in community 

design activities. This was possible as community members used online social tools and were 

continuously reflecting and re-designing their digital environment (Halabi, Courant, & 

Zimmermann, 2013). The researcher therefore was equally involved in the community as 

other active members, while adopting an ethnographic approach to participation inspired by 

Collins’ notion of “Participant Comprehension” (1984) (where understanding is achieved by 

active participation). Data was collected by capturing screenshots and field notes of online 

activity and discussions. 

This paper focuses on one sub-group within Wikilogia. The group is titled “Open Hardware 

and Do it Yourself” (OH.DIY) and it brings together Arab speakers interested in learning and 

sharing information around hardware making and electronic design. The case shows how 

group moderators designed and tweaked their online space. 

The overarching goal of the moderators of OH.DIY has been to devise an effective approach 

to govern the group, encourage members to participate, and push the movement of Open 

Hardware forward in the Arab world. This general goal took different concrete forms over the 

group’s life course. Next we show how this goal evolved and how members shaped it to 

concrete design goals according to their interests and what they were learning through their 

everyday practice in the group. 

When the OH.DIY group started, Yamen1 (a founder and a moderator) created the Facebook 

group, invited members, and everybody started sharing news on open hardware and 

brainstorming ideas for Arduino projects and workshops. Members also shared stories and 

news bits on Open Hardware successes. When the group grew in size, moderators agreed to 

create a meta Facebook group for moderation and organization. Previously, all types of 

discussions were conducted on the main Facebook group, with varied subjects ranging from 

                                                      
1 All personal names of community members were replaced by aliases. 
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recent blog posts on printing robot bodies using 3D printers, to questions about the correct 

way to use a certain transistor, and open calls for article translations. That was fine when the 

number of members was low. But as the member base grew with time, the group needed a 

place to focus organizational discussions; a place for active members to brainstorm and plan. 

At that point the moderators created another Facebook group titled “OH.DIY Organization”. 

They were not the first group in Wikilogia to do this, but they actually learned this 

“organizational practice” from other groups and applied it to OH.DIY. 

After members went on experimenting with different tools to figure out a way to enhance 

management (email, a message group, and Facebook) they decided for Facebook. Their skills, 

time commitment, the existence of the OH.DIY group on Facebook, and the fact that 

Facebook is a popular platform in the Arab world contributed to narrowing down their design 

goal from “finding a better way to manage the group” to “finding a better way to use 

Facebook to manage the group”. 

It is also important to note the role of the researcher’s PhD project in framing the design 

goals. His goal during this involvement (apart from being personally interested in the group’s 

purpose) was to do research about the group’s practices and use of online tools. The fact that 

the researcher was not bound at that time to inducing a certain change or outcome meant that 

he was able to “go with the flow” along with the interests of other members within the group, 

and that allowed him to choose an ethnographic approach inspired by Participant 

Comprehension (Collins, 1984) where he learned by active participation as a member. 

However, his participation still carried a certain weight and form: his professional motivation 

and toolset as a social observer encouraged fellow members to reflect on their activities 

(Carroll & Rosson, 2006). The researcher’s involvement through his PhD project thus helped 

him become a reflector and a facilitator. 

The way members were involved in the design of their digital space largely followed the 

structure of the community itself. During the beginnings of OH.DIY as a group on Facebook, 

Yamen invited close colleagues and friends (including the researcher). It is there where they 

started to discuss the coming activities, how they should design the banner, and how they 

would announce the group for others to join. During that early phase, when the group was 

small (10 to 20 members), members generally took decisions together: one of member would 

suggest an idea or ask a question (e.g. “what should we put in the group banner?”), and others 

joined the discussion (4 to 6 members). As the group grew, they needed an independent space 

to discuss group management. After communicating over email and text chat, that decision 

was taken by Yamen, the researcher, and Sara (another moderator). After experimenting with 

Google groups and Teamlab, they created a new Facebook group titled “OH.DIY 

Management”. Shortly after, they invited two new members who were highly active in Open 

Hardware and in discussions on the main group. Since then, the moderators used the new 

organizational group for discussions around management and activity planning. This flow 

shows who was involved in the small design activities and when: from having a small 

OH.DIY group (where decisions and design activity were open to all founding members) to 

creating a dedicated space (where most active members are the ones who mainly deliberate on 

design before sharing their proposals with the rest of the community). 

Case 2: ABC is not easy as 123, the case of Keyboards in the Favelas of Brazil 

David Nemer has been involved in studying the Favela dwellers in Vitoria since June 2012. 

Favela is the term for slums in Brazil, most often within urban areas; it is mostly inhabited by 

people from marginalized social classes and often referred as zones of social abandonment 

and “subnormal agglomerations" (Nemer & Reed, 2013). Favela dwellers not only get fewer 

services for their basic needs, such as health and education, but they also get less access to 

technology and the Internet. Due to such scarcity, the researcher analysed the experience of 

the marginalized in community technology centres (CTCs) - which are their main gateway to 

technology – in order to illuminate the complex relationship between digital and social 

inclusion. The research project aimed to provide critiques and improvements to policy makers 

and technology designers, to enable the development of suitable and contextualized artefacts 

for low-income communities (Nemer et al., 2013). 
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In the exploratory phase, the researcher used methods drawn from critical ethnography, such 

as participant observation, interviews and focus groups. Critical ethnography is a logical way 

to access cultural understandings about the values that surround technology use. This 

methodology provides the researcher with a powerful tool to resist domestication and 

encourages the researcher to not ask only “what is” questions but also “what could be” 

(Denzin, 2001). Following this line of thought, the researcher was looking for design goals 

which would emerge from the informants’ opinions about, and struggles with the technology 

in the CTCs. Although the design goals were not stipulated before engaging with fieldwork, 

the researcher wanted to test the assumption that digital inequalities were also caused by 

western technological artefacts that were not designed to fit in non-western contexts. Hence, 

when interviewing his informants, the researcher also sought to understand the nuances of 

their struggle with the artefacts they were using. One of these artefacts was the standard 

QWERTY keyboard, which frustrated and upset the informants the most: 

“I’m trying to learn how to use this thing [computer] but it doesn’t make sense, I waste so 

much time to write [type] something because I can’t find the right letters [keys]. It gets in the 

way of learning this thing [computer], I feel angry and unmotivated. But that’s OK because 

when I find the damn letter [key] I don’t push it, I punch it!” (Maria, 47, Itararé). This barrier 

can cause anger in the persistent, but even worse it may cause avoidance. “I don’t have the 

patience, if I have to write [type] something I ask my son Jadson to do so. He comes here and 

gets everything done quicker than me. I know that this way I won’t learn anything, but we 

have so many problems already.” (Regina, 39, Itararé). The letter keys are not the only issue 

in the Telecentro, the arrangement of the number keys is often contested by the users. “As you 

can see, I’m always on the phone and I’m used to these numbers [keys]. It starts up here with 

the number 1, and then goes down to 9 and then 0. Every time I have to write [type] my 

cellular [phone] on Face [Facebook], I have to do it two or three times because these numbers 

on the keyboard are upside-down” (João, 16, São Benedito). 

Based on the informants’ issues and complains, the researcher noticed they were discouraged 

to make improvements; not because they did not want to, but the lack of technological 

expertise and the rhetoric behind the “untouchable perfect western” technology did not 

contribute to their willingness to deconstruct the “black box” - keyboard. In order to reach a 

deeper understanding of their complaints and ideas, the researcher organized one focus group 

at one of the CTCs, involving 7 participants. When asked about how they would improve the 

keyboard, the answers followed a common line of thought: "We can't change this keyboard", 

"it came like this, there's nothing we can do", "we are not capable or have the power to change 

this". After the researcher explained the possibilities of a potential change, they proposed a 

keyboard in alphabetical order and numbers following the telephone dial pad. 

The alphabetical keyboard (AK) has been claimed to be inefficient by several scholars (see 

Granata et al., 2010), yet, such studies were conducted in developing countries where the 

participants were already used to the QWERTY keyboard. In the Favelas, where the people 

were not raised around western artefacts, people perceived that an AK would improve their 

experience with technology.  Even though designing an AK may not be the most suitable 

layout in the end, it would certainly be a first step towards a keyboard that could better fit the 

locals’ needs and expectations. 

Case 3: The Community Multimedia Centres of Ilha de Moçambique 

RE-ACT was a 3-year project by the Swiss University of Lugano and the Mozambican 

University Eduardo Mondlane, which focused on the issue of public access to ICTs within 

underserved communities in Mozambique. RE-ACT worked with Community Multimedia 

Centres (CMCs), venues including a telecentre and a community radio (UNESCO, 2004). The 

project had a twofold aim: (i) to investigate the social meanings that different stakeholders 

attribute to CMCs through the theory of social representations (Moscovici, 1961); and (ii) to 

design and implement actions to improve the performance of the 10 CMCs involved in the 

project, which would be informed by the study of social representations.  

The project’s conceptual and methodological framework resided in the belief that a “design-

reality gap” (Heeks, 2002) is often at the basis of the failure of Information and 
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Communication Technologies for Development (ICT4D) interventions, and that the 

specificities of different local contexts are frequently neglected in “top-down” project designs 

(Heeks, 2008; Unwin, 2009). Consequently, RE-ACT sought to investigate CMCs through the 

theory of social representations (Moscovici, 1961), considering it adequate for giving voice to 

local perspectives without neglecting the expectations of funders and initiating agencies  

(Vannini, 2014). Data generation was conducted through semi-structured interviews, photo-

elicitation, observations and questionnaires, with the aim of unveiling the social meanings of 

CMCs by different social groups (see Vannini, 2014). Since the formulation of the project, 

outcomes were meant to inform specific actions for improvement for the CMCs involved. 

“Actions for improvement” had to be small budget, customized projects for each CMC, to be 

conducted and evaluated in 18 months. The strategy of co-design (Sanders and Stappers, 

2008; Ramachandran et al., 2008) was chosen to mark the transition from knowledge to 

design, by dipping into local knowledge. In this process, the researchers sought to foster 

community ownership and create enduring links between the CMC and their communities 

(David et al., 2013). The actions for improvement were therefore identified and designed by 

means of co-design workshops involving CMCs directors and local communities. The actions 

were initially selected and designed during a hands-on co-design workshop held in Maputo 

and involving RE-ACT researchers and the 10 CMCs directors. The actions were further 

refined during workshops held by each CMC, and involving CMCs staff members and 

representatives of the communities.  

The initial co-design workshop consisted of three main sessions: 

1. Presentations of the outcomes from the exploratory phase, framed by a social 

representations conceptual framework, by RE-ACT researchers. The sessions aimed 

to give “food for thought” on CMCs weaknesses and strengths; 

2. Group work among CMCs directors. Reasoning on the data presented, directors were 

divided in groups and invited to think about strengths and weaknesses of their CMCs, 

reflect on key design elements (beneficiaries in their own communities, their specific 

needs, the possibilities of the CMCs to help), and brainstorm possible improvement 

actions for their centres. RE-ACT researchers acted in this phase as facilitators. As an 

outcome of the session, 13 possible improvement actions were proposed, presented 

and discussed by CMCs directors; 

3. Meetings between RE-ACT researchers and each CMC director. Each director chose 

an improvement action among the ones discussed in the previous session to be 

implemented in their own centre. During the meeting, the action was refined 

according to each centre’s context and infrastructure. 

As an example, we will focus in this paper on the action for improvement for the CMC of Ilha 

de Moçambique (Island of Mozambique): the creation of a website to promote sustainable 

tourism on the island. Due to its rich history and significant natural and cultural value, in 1996 

UNESCO declared Ilha de Moçambique a World Heritage Site. The island has therefore 

started to create infrastructures to host incoming tourists. The local community has shown to 

care for the preservation of the island, and to be interested in hosting a particular kind of 

tourists interested in knowing local values, respecting the environment and supporting the 

development of the local community. The chosen action for improvement aimed to benefit 

both the CMC and the local community, by (i) empowering the CMC to provide a novel 

service for the community, which would both generate new income and create a stronger link 

between the CMC and the community; and (ii) communicating the social, cultural, and 

touristic value of Ilha de Moçambique to national and international tourists, thus potentially 

attracting new sources of income for the community at large, at the same time ensuring the 

conservation of the site. 

The website design was done in two co-design workshops held in Ilha de Moçambique, with 

the aim to refine the action for improvement with the involvement of local stakeholders: 

1. The first workshop involved the CMC director, staff members, representatives of the 

community group who benefitted the most from the improvement action (an 

association of small local entrepreneurs in tourism), and RE-ACT researchers. After 
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explaining the improvement action chosen, the director collected feedback from the 

community about its relevance and requirements; 

2. The second workshop involved CMC staff members and RE-ACT researchers. The 

website design and development phases were negotiated and scheduled, and the main 

structure and content of the website discussed. 

All throughout its course, RE-ACT employed a structured theoretical and methodological 

approach for both the research-intensive and the action-oriented phases, yet attention was paid 

to adequately involving local stakeholders. In particular, local stakeholders were involved 

through co-design sessions, and their knowledge and opinions influenced decision-making. 

The selection and initial design of the actions for improvement were not determined only by 

data outcomes, but also by the experience of the CMCs directors. The case of the Ilha de 

Moçambique is an illustrative example in this regard. The decision to design and build a 

promotional website was triggered by the data outcomes (particularly, the need to improve the 

telecentre part of the CMCs more than the community radio part, the need to localize and 

personalize telecentre services according to the specific reality in which each CMCs is 

located, etc.), but also by the director’s personal knowledge of the island (in particular, its 

World Heritage Site status,  the constant tourist influx, the active association of little 

entrepreneurs in tourism, a scarce online presence, the potential benefits to local entrepreneurs 

from an increase in tourist influx). 

Although RE-ACT had clear “top-down” design and implementation goals that determined 

the knowledge-gathering and design activities, its framing continuously dipped into local 

knowledge and aimed to encourage local stakeholders to get involved in decision-making 

processes. The role of local stakeholders became more prominent throughout the 

advancement of the project. Community members were involved in three ways: First, the 

interviews to the members of the community, though mediated, were intended to supply 

knowledge and to open up perspectives that could only emerge through local input. Second, 

the workshop in Maputo involved the CMCs directors, who best knew the reality in which 

their CMC are located. Third, community members were more actively involved in the first 

co-design workshop held on the Ilha de Moçambique. 

V. Discussion 

In this section we align observations from the cases along the three analytical 

dimensions we derived, dealing with stakeholder involvement, the transition from 

knowledge production to design, and the role and impacts of conceptual and 

methodological framing. By teasing out commonalities and differences in the three 

cases in their trajectories towards formulating design goals, we open the space for 

discussing various movements and tensions arising with the transition from 

knowledge production to designing action in community-based research. 

1. Stakeholder involvement: between empowerment and following existing community 

structures 

As many community-based design and research projects, the three cases presented 

could only involve a limited number of community members. This was not 

necessarily fixed throughout the project course, so that some members participated in 

some phases and some in others. One aspect worthy of note is that in each case, 

patterns of involvement followed pre-existing patterns in the community with respect 

to roles, responsibilities, hierarchies and power structures. The three projects, in fact, 

aimed to enter and improve the already existing local realities, and wanted to achieve 

this by respecting and emulating the local hierarchies and contexts. 
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Emulating research and design strategies on existing community structures 

The focus group held in the Favela of Vitoria involved frequent users of the CTC, 

who were the most interested in technology and the different ways to appropriate it, 

despite their limited knowledge on deconstructing the artefacts. In the Wikilogia case, 

the members who were most involved in deciding design goals were the group 

moderators, followed by active members. That was the same for almost all 

community activities, not only during design. RE-ACT had a more complex structure, 

involving three social groups at three different stages: CMCs directors, CMCs staff 

members, and the representatives of the beneficiary communities. 

An overarching theme is that the form of participation in formulating design goals 

emulated existing community structures to some extent, so that, for instance, members 

with positions of responsibility in the community, or opinions leaders, played a 

prominent role in the project as well. In hindsight, we suggest that this is not far from 

the way we choose to follow the structures and rules of communities we are involved 

in as researchers, practitioners and academics. Following these structures is a way to 

ensure acceptance, collaboration and effectiveness. Similarly, emulating social 

structures and practices can be considered necessary for projects to be accepted or 

appropriated by the communities, especially when we, as researchers, are involved in 

contexts that are different from ours (Puri et al., 2004). This can be contrasted with 

works that assume a strong social-activist stance, where researchers choose to put 

themselves and their work in opposition to existing social structures for dismantling 

them and encouraging change (e.g. see the works of DiSalvo, 2012 on adversarial 

design and Hirsch, 2008 on contestational design).  

Roles of stakeholders in knowledge production and designing action 

Different patterns of community involvement in the process of knowledge production 

and decision-making can be highlighted. In the Brazilian favela, the researcher was 

immersed in the context, and observed possible issues related to technology design 

and use. This process required validation by community feedback in order to make 

sure that his interpretation of the issues related to the keyboard layout was in 

accordance to the opinions and experience of the participants. Although the researcher 

intentionally sought not to become a main part of the process by which design 

implications were formulated, he actively used his skills to resist domestication by 

encouraging the participants to think critically about the western artefact (keyboard) 

and to propose improvements that could contribute to better and more rewarding 

patterns of engagement with technology. In RE-ACT, the research team was 

responsible for data generation and analysis, for the presentation of the main research 

outcomes, and for structuring the different levels of involvement and participation of 

local stakeholders into the design process. 

Taking a comparative perspective, researchers appear to have been in privileged 

positions for data interpretation and decision-making in the three projects. Yet, by 

looking closely to how information made its way into design, we can observe that the 

role of the community appears strategically relevant. If we take as example the RE-

ACT project, we observe that after a substantial amount of data was generated 

throughout one year of fieldwork and data analysis, CMC directors formulated ideas 

on actions for improvement themselves. Their ideas and decisions were formulated in 

a setting where they had been listening to distilled information about local perceptions 

of CMCs, and after engaging with interpretation of visual materials generated by local 

people. Still, the knowledge and impressions of the CMCs and local communities they 

already possessed appeared to determine their decisions just as much as, and in some 
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cases even more than the information that they had been exposed to throughout the 

co-design workshop.  

2. From knowledge to design: how much knowledge is useful? 

The transition from an exploratory phase, concerned with data generation, 

interpretation and reflection upon findings, to selection and decision-making for 

formulating design goals, is one of the core concerns of this paper. The three case 

studies presented highlight key aspects and landmarks in this process, and illustrate 

different takes and approaches. 

The RE-ACT project generated a large data corpus and a substantial set of findings. 

The aim of the first co-design workshop was to enable CMC directors to use these 

findings to inform the design of improvement actions. But did CMC directors really 

formulate their ideas drawing only on the data they were presented or engaged with? 

As one of the RE-ACT researchers noticed, for some of the ideas for improvement 

actions formulated there was hardly a relation with the insights and data collected in 

the exploratory phase. It is likely that, in formulating potential design goals during the 

group exercise, CMC directors went beyond the information they were presented, and 

delved into their own pool of knowledge and experience with their communities and 

CMCs. While the data they could engage with fostered speculation, in some cases it 

served mostly as a trigger for reflection.  

In the Wikilogia case, the researcher also noticed that a small part of the data 

collected was used in discussions with community members, and that the formulation 

of design goals was often based on general impressions and anecdotes of events 

remembered and practices that seemed to work. These cases indicate as well that only 

a fraction of the information gathered during the exploratory phase of the research 

may have direct links with the formulation of design goals. This does not undermine 

the role of qualitative field studies and their “thick descriptions” (Geertz, 1973) in 

opening the space for formulating design goals (for a critique on the role of 

ethnography in design, see Dourish 2006). Rather, it points to the need to deal with 

the anxiety caused by the difficulty of logically linking all of the details of those thick 

descriptions with the formulated design goals. 

Despite the concern for rigor and precision in formulating ‘scientific knowledge’, the 

knowledge that informs design with communities is often much less comprehensive 

from a scientific point of view. At the same time, and perhaps for this very reason, 

projects of this type appear to attempt to engage with, surface and give back to 

communities knowledge that is already theirs in tacit form. This echoes the challenges 

that researchers find when they attempt to account for all the details coming from 

comprehensive field studies in their design decisions (Grudin & Grinter, 1994; Nardi, 

1996: 92). Instead, when reflecting on how knowledge contributed to formulating 

design goals in the cases described, what seems to be in effect is a movement close to 

the spirit of PAR, where the interests, memories, and experiences of community 

members are given a central role in formulating design goals and deciding strategic 

movements towards action (Sabiescu, 2010; Montero, 2000). 

3. The power of framing: between free-flow and strong structure 

Different definitions of ‘framing’ have been advanced in social sciences disciplines. 

Goffman (1974) defined ‘frame’ as “schemata of interpretation”, which individuals 

use to “locate, perceive, identify, and label” worldly phenomena and processes, and 

thus construct their reality. In design, ‘framing judgment’ refers to deliberation acts 

that define and limit “the space of potential design outcomes” (Nelson & Stolterman, 

2012: 199). It is an intentional act that sets boundaries for the design process 
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conceptually, creatively, and practically, deciding what is kept and what is left outside 

(Ibid.). In this paper, we use ‘framing’ to indicate the process by which the design 

canvas, the space of possibilities from which design outcomes are forged, is defined 

and limited through conceptual and practical choices that can be advanced equally by 

designers/researchers and community members. In this sense, the choice of a 

particular theory, of a methodological framework, structuring project activities in a 

determinate way, are all framing actions, because they limit the space of possibilities 

for design processes and outcomes. 

The three cases present us with interesting insights about framing. Ethnographic 

approaches have been embraced by two of the projects. In the cases of Wikilogia and 

the Brazilian Favela, there was a deliberate goal for researchers to lower profile, 

interfere as little as possible and allow a natural course for knowledge production 

through active observation and engagement with community members. The Wikilogia 

case, for example, started as unbounded observation taking note of any aspects of 

community interaction that could potentially be of interest. Similarly, the researcher in 

the Favelas made sure to let the participants express their opinions clearly without 

jumping into early and misleading conclusions. The main focus was to allow 

participants to formulate or surface their own goals in accordance with their values, 

and therefore contribute to agency expansion (Sen, 1999). However, later in the 

project course, when some leads from the analysis became solid and where the space 

of design possibilities was gradually shaped, both the Wikilogia and the Brazilian 

Favela cases moved towards a more structured approach. 

Differently, the RE-ACT case adopted a structured approach and a well-defined 

theory that guided and fixed landmarks in its methodology for data generation. Even 

if listening to the different local voices was a goal of the project, the theory of social 

representations and co-design were the lenses that defined what was to be included 

and what was not. The first co-design workshop had well-outlined spaces for 

presentation of information, discussion, creative engagement, brainstorming and 

decision-making. Co-design was adopted as a method to include local voices and 

afford another level of community participation. Despite the readiness to associate 

fixed framing and structured approaches with a limitation of design possibilities, it 

seems that freedom and plentiful choice are not necessarily the hardline prerequisite 

for insightful and relevant action. As one of the designers remarked in his reflections 

on Wikilogia: “When we have a more open way of participating and the researcher 

keeps a lower profile (i.e. ethnography), we benefit more from the fact that people can 

express freely and act for themselves. But equally, we cannot tease out things that 

people would otherwise express if the discussion was structured and targeted.” At 

times structure, creative patterns of engagement, tools and even the limits set can act 

as triggers to generate ideas or surface needs and goals that were not brought to 

conscious attention  beforehand (for examples on framing design environments with 

community members see Horan & Wells, 2005; DiSalvo et al., 2011; and 

Björgvinsson et al., 2010). 

VI. Conclusion and future directions 

Where does this leave us in demystifying the transition between learning and 

designing action? Instead of constructing a prescriptive model of how this transition 

should be conducted, we aimed to open the space for reflection and discussion on the 

transition as it was happening in the cases demonstrated. We personally found this 

challenging in our own work, and by means of sharing the comparative reflection of 
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our cases we seek to encourage our fellow researchers and students to reflect on this 

transition in their work, thus contributing to transparent reporting of research cases 

and a design approach that encourages greater exposure and awareness of possibilities 

and choices. 

Our reflection was triggered by three cases which, though we regard as illustrative, do 

not exhaust the possibilities opened by community-based participatory design and 

research. As a contribution to future explorations we propose that revealing 

perspectives can be pursued by using the three analytical dimensions we have 

proposed, focusing on stakeholder involvement, the role of knowledge, and framing. 

We also have lightly addressed the flow, trajectory, and pace of transitions from 

knowledge to designing action, and we believe each of these aspects are worthy of 

further exploration. These aspects are bound to be socially and culturally situated, 

therefore field studies in diverse social and cultural settings can be shared to tease out 

further nuances and understandings. Finally, a more thorough analysis of how various 

disciplines address this topic is needed, where we can find valuable insights for 

emphasizing what is specific within community-based research regarding the 

transition to design action. 
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Appendix 1: summary overview of the cases along the three analytical dimensions used 

Case 1: Wikilogia and the search for better management 

Location: Syria (researcher based in Switzerland) 

Research goals: (i) to contribute to local community development in Syria; and (ii) to design social 

internet tools to support local communities. 

Stakeholder involvement: apart from the different skillsets, there was little distinction between the 

researcher and community members. The researcher was one of the group moderators. He participated 

in discussions on improving group management and assisted in implementing the decided actions. 

Group moderators were the most active in group activities, and had higher influence on its life course. 

Knowledge produced: local community groups, especially when they grow beyond a certain size, 

tend to establish distinct groupings to organize and manage their activities. This knowledge was tacit 

in the way community members managed their groups. 

Theoretical and methodological framing: ethnography, participant comprehension, and participatory 

design as key to understanding problems and needs and generating design concepts. 

Outcomes / designed action: group moderators (including the researcher) decided to create a 

Facebook group dedicated to discussing issues related to managing the original group. 

Case 2: The case of Keyboards in the Favelas of Brazil 

Location: Brazil 

Research goals: (i) to understand the experience of marginalized people in CTCs; (ii) to inform the 

ways we think about what constitutes “empowerment” and “disempowerment” vis-à-vis technology; 

(iii) to produce knowledge usable for policy and design, which can enable the design and development 

of CTCs and technologies suitable for the marginalized. 

Stakeholder involvement: the researcher, based on his ethnographic methods, identified the issue that 

CTCs’ users had with the keyboard and decided to go deeper in the issue by getting the users’ 

perspectives from in-depth interviews and one focus group. Although the researcher directed the 

interviews and focus group, he allowed the issue and solution to emerge from the users’ experience. 

Knowledge produced: The QWERTY keyboard comes from typewriters, an artefact that has a long 

history in the global North and West. With traditions and educational structures setup surrounding this 

format, a change from that standard presents major issues for use, but in the context of the favelas of 

Brazil, this format presents a barrier. In the context of the CTCs, where an individual’s interaction 

with a computer may be less frequent, it can present a real problem. The wearing away of the ink on 

the keys indicates that the durability of the keyboard’s material is also a concern.  

Theoretical and methodological framing: critical ethnography and assessing qualitative aspects of 

technology use, such as the non-instrumental ones. 

Outcomes / designed action: the favela dwellers urged for a keyboard that would be a better fit for 

their reality in the CTCs; one of the proposed designs was an alphabetical ordered keyboard. 

Case 3: The Community Multimedia Centres of Ilha de Moçambique 

Location: Mozambique 

Research goals: (i) to investigate the social meanings attributed to technology solutions; and  (ii) to 

design and implement actions to improve the performances of the venues involved in the project. 

“Top-down” goals remained unchanged throughout the project; local stakeholders were involved in the 

formulation of specific design goals and the development of activities to achieve them.  

Stakeholder involvement: (i) Analysis of interviews: mainly project researchers. Local directors 

helped in interpreting part of the data; (ii) Organization of workshops and focus groups: project 

researchers; (iii) Ideation and selection of improvement actions: local CMCs directors with the help of 

project researchers; (iv) Consolidation and adaptation of the actions: local staff, project researchers, 

local community members; and (v) Implementation: local staff, remote support of researchers. 

Knowledge produced: The knowledge elicited from the exploratory phase (interviews with local 

stakeholders) covered local perceptions of CMCs, and was specific for each of the 10 locations. 

Distilled findings were presented during the first co-design workshop, in which CMC directors 

brainstormed and decided upon improvement actions for their own CMCs. 

Theoretical and methodological framing: Social Representations Theory to delve into local 

understandings, and co-design approaches in response to the design-reality gap and as a means for 

local participation. 

Outcomes / designed action: Nine Improvement actions, of which one is described in this paper: a 

website, managed by the CMC staff members, to promote sustainable tourism in Ilha de Moçambique. 

 


